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Abstract— Artificial intelligence is an important component 

of defence and security. It is used to protecting the nation 
and it’s friend nations. Artificial intelligence is a heart of the 

defence in now days. new innovative uses for AI in defence 

force from assessing the readiness of military to indentifying  

insurgent targets. As for that initiative, a 2018 DoD 

summary of the nation’s AI strategy gets right to the point: 

“We will harness the potential of AI to transform all 

functions of the Department positively, thereby supporting 

and protecting U.S. service members, safeguarding U.S. 

citizens, defending allies and partners, and improving the 

affordability, effectiveness, and speed of our operations.” 

This paper reveals that feature of the defense force. 
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I. COMBAT SYSTEMS 

Military systems equipped with AI are capable of handling 

larger volumes of data and to do so more efficiently than 

conventional systems. AI also enables advanced computing 

and decision‑making capabilities that help military 

commanders improve the control, regulation and actuation 
of combat systems.In an example of the importance of AI on 

the battlefield, the research firm KPMG notes that a defense 

agency could have just 8–10 minutes to decide whether a 

missile launch represents a threat, share the findings with 

allies, and decide what to do in response. It takes AI to 

rapidly integrate real-time data from satellites and sensors 

and to present findings immediately to help commanders 

decide what actions to take. 

II. VIDEO SURVEILLANCE AND IMAGE ANALYSIS 

When it comes to analyzing video and images captured by 

surveillance systems and aerial vehicles, AI is a huge 

advantage. For example, algorithms can be trained to 

recognize terrorist activity evident in streams of video, just 

as they can be trained to recognize cats in datasets filled 

with all kinds of images.[3]“AI applied to perception tasks 

such as imagery analysis can extract useful information 

from raw data and equip leaders with increased situational 

awareness,” the DoD notes in its AI strategy report. “AI can 

generate and help commanders explore new options so that 
they can select courses of action that best achieve mission 

outcomes, minimizing risks to both deployed forces and 

civilians.” 

III. CYBER SECURITY 

Cyber-warfare will clearly be one of the battlefields of the 

future. AI can help military organizations combat the threat 

of cyber-attacks, which can now be launched from virtually 

anywhere in the world. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security has 

piloted AI tools for detecting cyber-network intrusions and 
malicious activities. 

The DoD has a project under way that will develop 

an algorithm to detect and deter cyber-attackers whose skills 

are aimed at DoD information systems. 

IV. SERVICE AUTOMATION 

Defense and security agencies increasingly rely on AI-

driven applications to automate services, streamline business 

processes, cut the time spent on repetitive tasks, and reduce 
the chances for human errors. 

In the recruiting process, the U.S. Army uses an 

AI-driven interactive virtual assistant to answer questions 

from prospective recruits, check users’ qualifications, and 

refer prospects to human recruiters. In a report on AI-

augmented government, Deloitte says that the interactive 

virtual assistant does the work of 55 recruiters, with an 

accuracy rate of more than 94 percent. 

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

developed a digital tutor for computer skills training. After 

16 weeks of training with the tutor, Navy students who had 
no prior IT experience scored higher in tests of IT 

knowledge and job-sample troubleshooting than others who 

received 35 weeks of classroom instruction. 

V. INFRASTRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

As AI makes ever-deeper inroads in defense and security 

applications, machine learning algorithms and technologies 

continue to develop and increase in scope. All of this puts 

new demands on the computing infrastructure that powers 
the AI-driven solutions. At the same time, it creates the need 

for infrastructure that can be adapted to the unique and 

changing requirements of defense and security use cases. 

 Radar and sensors — Radar has been a foundational 

technology area in which the semiconductor industry 

has played a large role for the last two decades. FPGAs 

can help system designers meet requirements for high-

performance data processing, ultra-wide bandwidth, 

high dynamic range, and adaptive systems. 

 Electronic warfare — In electronic warfare systems, 

key drivers for continuous enhancements are electronic 
counter-counter-measures, stealth technologies, closely 

interlinked smart sensor networks, and intelligent 

guided weapons. Systems must be able to rapidly 

analyze and respond to multiple threats in extremely 

short timeframes. FPGAs can help meet these 

challenges. 

 Security — Strong encryption and authentication are 

keys to ensuring communications and data security at 

ever increasing data throughput rates. Strong 

cryptographic algorithms implemented on FPGAs that 
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are secure by design provide the foundation for trusted 

information assurance systems. 

VI. AI APPLICATIONS DEFENCE 

A. Warfare Platforms  

Defense forces from different countries across the globe are 

embedding AI into weapons and other systems used on land, 

naval, airborne, and space platforms.Using AI in systems 

based on these platforms has enabled the development of 

efficient warfare systems, which are less reliant on human 
input. It has also led to increased synergy and enhanced 

performance of warfare systems while requiring less 

maintenance. AI is also expected to empower autonomous 

and high-speed weapons to carry out collaborative attacks. 

B. Cyber security 

Military systems are often vulnerable to cyber attacks, 
which can lead to loss of classified military information and 

damage to military systems. However, systems equipped 

with AI can autonomously protect networks, computers, 

programs, and data from any kind of unauthorized access.In 

addition, AI-enabled web security systems can record the 

pattern of cyber attacks and develop counter-attack tools to 

tackle them. 

C. Logistics & Transportation  

AI is expected to play a crucial role in military logistics and 

transport. The effective transportation of goods, 

ammunition, armaments, and troops is an essential 

component of successful military operations.Integrating AI 

with military transportation can lower transportation costs 

and reduce human operational efforts. It also enables 

military fleets to easily detect anomalies and quickly predict 

component failures. Recently, the US Army collaborated 

with IBM to use its Watson artificial intelligence platform to 
help pre-identify maintenance problems in Stryker combat 

vehicles. 

D. Target Recognition 

AI techniques are being developed to enhance the accuracy 

of target recognition in complex combat environments. 

These techniques allow defense forces to gain an in-depth 
understanding of potential operation areas by analyzing 

reports, documents, news feeds, and other forms of 

unstructured information. Additionally, AI in target 

recognition systems improves the ability of these systems to 

identify the position of their targets.Capabilities of AI-

enabled target recognition systems include probability-based 

forecasts of enemy behavior, aggregation of weather and 

environmental conditions, anticipation and flagging of 

potential supply line bottlenecks or vulnerabilities, 

assessments of mission approaches, and suggested 

mitigation strategies. Machine learning is also used to learn, 
track, and discover targets from the data obtained.  

E. Battlefield Healthcare 

In war zones, AI can be integrated with Robotic Surgical 

Systems (RSS) and Robotic Ground Platforms (RGPs) to 

provide remote surgical support and evacuation activities. 

The US in particular is involved in the development of RSS, 
RGPs, and various other systems for battlefield healthcare. 

Under difficult conditions, systems equipped with AI can 

mine soldiers’ medical records and assist in complex 

diagnosis. 

F. Combat Simulation & Training 

Simulation & training is a multidisciplinary field that pairs 

system engineering, software engineering, and computer 

science to construct computerized models that acquaint 

soldiers with the various combat systems deployed during 

military operations. The US is investing increasingly in the 
simulation & training applications.The US Navy and Army 

have each been conducting warfare analysis, which has led 

to the initiation of several sensor simulation programs. The 

US Navy has enlisted such companies such as Leidos, 

SAIC, AECOM, and Orbital ATK to support their programs, 

while the US Army’s programs are supported by firms 

including SAIC, CACI, Torch Technologies, and 

Millennium Engineering. 

G. Threat Monitoring & Situational Awareness 

Threat monitoring & situational awareness rely heavily on 

Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) 

operations. ISR operations are used to acquire and process 

information to support a range of military activities. 

Unmanned systems used to carry out ISR missions can 

either be remotely operated or sent on a pre-defined route. 

Equipping these systems with AI assists defense personnel 

in threat monitoring, thereby enhancing their situational 
awareness. 

H. AI &Data Information Processing 

AI is particularly useful for quickly and efficiently 

processing large volumes of data in order to obtain valuable 

information.AI can assist in culling and aggregating 

information from different datasets, as well as acquire and 
sum supersets of information from various sources. This 

advanced analysis enables military personnel to then 

recognize patterns and derive correlations. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

AI has tremendous applications in the social, economic and 

defence sector.  Moreover, AI enhances the critical features 

of defence systems due to its integrated computing and 
decision-making abilities. 

Nowadays, AI is consumed in all the applications 

developed for defence around the globe. In this article, we 

will have a glance at the leading Countries which are using 

AI in Defence & Key Defence Applications powered by AI. 

Robots driven by artificial intelligence can travel through 

dangerous areas, perform remote operations and, most 

importantly, perform surveillance missions.  

An unmanned aerial vehicle (UCAV), also called 

as a combat drone, is an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 

that usually carries an aircraft’s weapons, such as missiles, 

and is used for drone strikes.  Interpretation of the image for 
identification and classification. Expert systems for the 

diagnosis and maintenance of advanced weapon systems, 

such as radars and missiles. 

Automated equipment can be used to provide 

precise support for aiming and transporting ammunition and 

accuracy. 
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Cameras with shock-resistant platforms that 

provide remote firefighting are also possible. 

The scope of the missile target and trajectory 
analysis to assess killing zones, takeoff time and simulation 

to help qualify rocket performance in different 

environments. 

Better use of robots for anti-improvised explosive 

devices, extraction of personnel, shooting from weapons and 

other uses. 
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